What makes Alphay the most
effective Lingzhi in the world
1. 100% Lingzhi Cap. 0% Ineffective Mycelium.
All popular lingzhi companies use mushroom mycelium (the root
filaments) as their main ingredient. This mycelium is grown in liquid vats,
takes 9 days, is cheap to make, and is ineffective for healing.
Alphay grows real lingzhi mushroom—75% of the world’s supply, actually.
Lingzhi takes 8 months and real farms, not vats of liquid on a shelf. At harvest
time, Alphay then throws away this mycelium, removes the stem to within
4 cm, and uses only the fruiting body cap.
Why? Because the cap is lingzhi. Calling mycelium “lingzhi” is like calling apple
seeds “apples” or the leaves of the ginseng plant “ginseng” and that would be
fraudulent or silly at the very least. Any mycology assay shows that mycelium
contains only a fraction of the healing compounds of lingzhi and no herbalist or
mycologist (not employed by a mycelium company) would use the mycelium or
the stem for healing results. If you’re looking for the benefits that lingzhi studies
are showing, use the real thing.

2. Pharmaceutical Potency
Alphay then takes these caps and concentrates their effectiveness. Using
four methods—steam, tincture, enzymes, and ultrasonic—they extract the
190+ compounds found in lingzhi. The results are potency levels that
range from 9:1 to 20:1. Meaning: for every 100 pounds of dried lingzhi
cap, only 5 to 11 pounds of concentrated ingredients end up in each
formula. This makes every capsule and every coffee and tea packet
extraordinarily effective, and explains why people get the results they do.

3. Cost
Alphay owns and controls every aspect of the process, from the forests and
farms, to the manufacturing and research facilities. This vertical integration
keeps costs lower than their competitors, even at Amazon pricing. One
example: a box of Alphay organic lingzhi coffee is just $18, where myceliumbased coffee runs $24 and more. Ounce for ounce, you won’t find a more
effective formula for a lower cost. That’s what 55 years of expertise leads to.

4. Technological Advantage
As the world’s largest lingzhi company, Alphay’s technological inventions,
patents and innovations are used as the standards by mycologists worldwide. They are the hosts to the
international mycology conferences and collaborate with universities on research projects, such as liver and
kidney, anti-inflammation, anti-aging, and anti-tumor properties.
To learn more details, or start a simple lingzhi program, contact your local Alphay distributor. To see a
compilation of over 900 research papers on the healing properties of lingzhi, go to www.LingzhiAcademy.com

